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David Mayes reviews Alan Greenspan's recent book,
which further explains the former Fed chairman's
economic philosophy.

Special feature: The global credit crisis of 2007

Monetary policy and
asset prices

Rollard confounds
his critics

Central banks did little to relieve the information
asymmetries during the crisis, says Marco Annunziata.

Avinash Persaud takes a criticallook at the current
risk management paradigm and its role in the crisis.

Closer attention to asset prices in monetary policy
could have helped avoid the crisis, says Tim Young.

Mansoor Mohi-uddin suggests the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand got it right in intervening in the
foreign exchange market earlier this year.

The numbers game JiULeyland considers the possible impact of Britain's 77
new statistics regime on the Bank of England.

Regaining trust

Normalisation in
jeopardy

Cyprus and Malta

The Bank of Japan needs to correct flaws in its policy
framework, argues Robert Feldman.

Hisashi Harui suggests the Bank of Japan stiU has
difficulty communicating with the markets.

Justin Keay investigates how the preparation for
joining the euro has progressed.
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The Bank of International Settlements' head of
research discusses the role of research in modern
central banking.

John B. Taylor assesses the impact of theoretical
breakthroughs on monetary policymaking.

Central banks should become specialised monetary
authorities, argues Willem Buiter.
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Interview: Michael
Woodford

The fed's
international role

Malan Rietveld profiles the Federal Reserve and
suggests that Bernanke's impact is already being felt.

The Columbia University monetary economists on
central banking in the United States.

Marvin Goodfriend assesses the impact the Fed has
on central banking worldwide and points at a
weakness in the current system.

Prospects for an Constitutional hurdles mean that the Fed is unlikely
to adopted inflation targeting, argues John Wood.

inflation-targeting fed
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1 Uow do we manage Toshio Idesawa of the Bank of Japan explains how 41
the reserves held the central bank's approach to managing its reserves

by the Bank of
is changing.

3
Japan?

7
Assaults on Central banks have recently faced serious challenges 47
independence to their independence. Narayan Lakshman reports.

15

The changing role Malan Rietveld and Robert Pringle examine new 51
of sovereign approaches to the management of sovereign wealth.

wealth managers
21

22 Talking numbers Central banks can and should write a management 57
commentary to accompany their accounts, says
Robin Darbyshire.

24 Central Bank of Robin Darbyshire provides an illustration of how a 59
Ruritania: management commentary could work for a central

bank.
management

26 commentary

28 Interview: Ivan Justin Keay spoke with the governor of the 73
Iskrov Bulgarian National Bank about how the country is

preparing to join the euro by 2010.

32 The rise of Nick Carver looks at why polymer banknotes are an 77
polymer increasingly attractive alternative to paper.
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